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BOUNDEDNESS PROPERTIES FOR SEMIGROUPS

OF OPERATORS

FRODE  TERKELSEN

Abstract. The note contains a characterization of an equi-

continuity property for semigroups in metrizable spaces, and a

result on essential boundedness for weakly measurable semigroups

in metrizable locally convex spaces.

1. A set {T(£):£>0} of continuous linear operators in a topological

vector space is a semigroup, if T(£+r¡)=T(i)T(r¡) for all f, r¡>0. In this

note, boundedness properties for semigroups in metrizable spaces are

investigated under weak assumptions. Proposition 1 states a local con-

dition at the origin of R which is equivalent with the existence of a set

S<=(0, oo) of measure zero such that {F(f): | £ [a, ß]\S} is equicontinuous

for any [a, ß]<^(0, oo). No measurability or local convexity is assumed.

Proposition 2 is concerned with weakly measurable semigroups in

metrizable locally convex spaces. It is shown that certain sets of functions

of the form £—«-(7X£)x, x') are uniformly essentially bounded on compact

subsets of (0, oo). As explained in §3, this note is closely related to results

by W. Feller [1], and it is based on a connection between measure and

topology stated in Lemma 1.

2. The word measurable means Lebesgue measurable throughout, m

denoting the Lebesgue measure on the real numbers R.

Lemma 1 (Ostrowski). Let /?<= R be a measurable set of positive

measure, and let Z)<= R be dense in R. Then the set R\(D+K) is of measure

zero.

Proof. We may assume that D is countable, so that A = D+K is

measurable. Since m(K)>0, there exists a density point r¡ e R of K. Given

any f e R, choose a sequence (o-,)in D withlim^^cr—f— r¡. For any open

interval J containing 0 we have

m(A n (<r¿ + r¡ + J)) ^ w((o-¿ + K) n (at + r¡ + J))

for all i. In the limit we get m(A r\(^-\-J))^.m(Kr\(r¡-\-J)), implying that f

is a density point of A. Since A is measurable, m(R\A) = 0 must hold.
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For concepts used in the sequel from the theory of topological vector

spaces we refer to [5]. The scalar field is £ or the complex numbers.

Lemma 2. Let {£(£) : f >0} be a semigroup of continuous linear operators

in a metrizable topological vector space E. Then, for any [a, /?]<= (0, oo) and

any 0-neighborhood V in E, there exists a 0-neighborhood U in E such that

the set {£ £ [oc, ß]: £(f)(í/)c V} is dense in [a, ß].

Proof. Let {Un:n e N) be a0-neighborhood base in £ (Ndenoting the

natural numbers). Define Pn={r\ e (0, a): T(r¡)(Un)c V} for ne N, then

(0, a)=U„eA'£„- By Baire's theorem there exists a k e N such that the

closure of Pk contains a nonempty open interval /. By compactness there is

a finite set Q<=(0, oo) with [a, ß]^J+Q, and then the set £=[a, ß]n

(Pk+Q) is seen to be dense in [a, ß]. There exists a 0-neighborhood U in £

such that T(o)(U)<^ Uk for each a e Q. For any i e D, choose r\ ePk and

cr£ Q with Ç=r) + o. Then x £ Uimplies T(Ç)x=T(rj)T(o)x e T(rf)(Uk)<^

V.

Proposition 1. Let {T(£):Ç>0} be a semigroup of continuous linear

operators in a metrizable topological vector space E. The following are

equivalent:

(i) For any a> 0 and any 0-neighborhood V in E, there exist a measurable

set £c (0, a) of positive measure and a 0-neighborhood U in E such that

£(f)(<7)<=Ffor am e K.
(ii) There exists a set S<= (0, co) of measure zero such that for each

[a, /?]<= (0, oo), the set {£(£):£ e [a, ß]\S} is equicontinuous.

Proof. Clearly (ii) implies (i). Suppose (i) holds, and let [a, /?]<= (0, oo)

be given. Lety = a/2,andlet {Un:neN} be a 0-neighborhood base. For each

neN, choose a 0-neighborhood Vn according to Lemma 2 such that

Dn = {vely,ß]-T(ri)(Vn)<=Un} is dense in [y,ß]. By (i), choose a

measurable set £n<= (0, y) with w(£„)>0 and a 0-neighborhood Wn such

that T(o)(Wn)<= Vn for o e K„. Define S„= [a, ß]\(Dn+Kn), then

m(S'n)=0 by Lemma 1, observing that [a, ß]n\(rj + Kn) is empty whenever

V $ [y. ß]- The set S'= \JneN S'n satisfies m(S')=0. Given any 0-neighbor-

hood V, choose ne N such that i/„<= y. For any f e [a, ß]\S', there exist

■n e Dn and a e Kn with Ç=rj + o. Then x e Wn implies £(£)*= T(rf)T(o)x e

J,(l)(,/n)c^c^ showing that {£(£):! £ [a, //]\S'} is equicontinuous.

We conclude that for each fc £ TV there exists Sk<^[l¡k,k] with m(5'Ä:)=0

such that {T((;):Ç e[l¡k,k]\Sk} is equicontinuous. The set S= Utóv S*

satisfies (ii).

A semigroup of operators in a locally convex space £ is said to be

weakly measurable, if for each (x, x') e ExE' the function £->-(£(f)x, x')

is measurable.
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Proposition 2. Let {7Xf):f>0} be a weakly measurable semigroup of

continuous linear operators in a metrizable locally convex space E. Then, for

any [a, /?]<= (0, oo) and any equicontinuous set H^E', there exists a

^-neighborhood U in E such that for each (x, x') 6 UxH we have

\{T(Í)x,x')\ ^ la.e.on [a, ß].

Proof.   The set

U = fi {x 6 E: |<7Xi)*, *'>l = 1 a.e. on [a, /?]}
x'eff

is easily seen to be convex and circled. We shall show that U absorbs every

bounded set in E, implying that U is a 0-neighborhood since E is borno-

logical. If a bounded set B^E is not absorbed by U, then for each n e N

there exists xnE B such that xn $ nil. Hence, we get sequences (x„) in B

and (x'„) in // such that, for each n e N,

(i) i(T(f)*„, *;>i > «

on a subset of [a, ß] of positive measure. There exists a 0-neighborhood V

such that |(x, x')|^l for (x, x') £ VxH. Setting y = a/2, there exist by

Lemma 2 a 0-neighborhood W7 and a countable set D<= [y, /?] dense in

[y,/?] with T(rf)(W)<=-V for rj e D. Define the extended real-valued

function/on (0, y) by

f(o) = sup{|<Tfo + o)xn, x'n)\:(r¡, n) £ D x N}.

By the weak measurability./is measurable. Given a e (0, y), the set T(o)(B)

is bounded, so there exists a Â>0 with T(o)(B)<=-XW. Then (r¡,n)E DxN

implies T(rf)T(o)xnE T(r¡)(XW)<^ XV, hence |(7'(71-|-ct)x„> x;>|^A. There-

fore/(o-)^/l, i.e./is real-valued. Choose a measurable set ÂTc (0, y) with

m(K)>0 and a ^0 such that/(<r)^^t for uei. The set 5= [a, ^(D + ZÏ)

is of measure zero by Lemma 1. For each £ = 77 + creD-f-ZC we have

|(7X£)jt„, x'n)\^f(o)-^fx for all n e N, contradicting (1). We conclude that

U absorbs every bounded set in E.

3. Lemma 1 was proved by Ostrowski in [3], and a similar result was

applied in semigroup theory by Feller [1]. The assumptions on K in

Lemma 1 may clearly be replaced by the assumption that K is of positive

inner measure. On the other hand, in Halmos [2, p. 70] an example is

given of a set E0 of positive outer measure and a dense set B such that

R\(B+E0) fails to be of measure zero. Lemma 2 extends a result for

Banach spaces by Feller [1].

Condition (i) of Proposition 1 is a local condition at the origin of R. This

condition implies the continuity of the functions f->F(£)x for a weakly
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measurable and almost separably valued semigroup in any I.e. space [6].

It is an open problem whether condition (ii) of Proposition 1 implies the

equicontinuity of {£(£):£ e [a, ß]}. For a semigroup in a metrizable I.e.

space £, condition (ii) is easily proved to be equivalent with the following:

(a) For any [a, /S]<=(0, oo) and any equicontinuous set //<=£', there

exists a 0-neighborhood £ in £ such that

sup{\(T(i)x,x')\:(x,x')e U X H) ^ 1

r       oí
a.e. on [a, p\.

The conclusion of Proposition 2 is generally strictly weaker than (a)

above. Phillips [4] has constructed an example of a weakly measurable

semigroup, in a Hilbert space, such that for each set £<= (0, oo) with

w(£)>0 the semigroup fails to be equicontinuous on K (this property,

which is slightly stronger than the property stated in [4], follows from a

result of Ostrowski [3] on solutions to the equation y(x-\-y) = ip(x)+ip(y)).

The assumptions of Proposition 2 are satisfied by the example, but (i)-(ii)

of Proposition 1 and therefore (a) fail to hold. In this example we have

<£(f)x, x')=0 a.e. on (0, oo) for all x and x'.

Results by Feller [1, Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.6] imply that a weakly

measurable semigroup in a Banach space £ satisfies :

(b) For any [oc, ß]<^(0, oo), there exists a /¿giO such that for each

(x,x')eExE',

K£(|)x,x')|</a||x||-||x'||a.e. on [a,/?].

Proposition 2 is equivalent with (b) for semigroups in normed spaces and

thus represents an extension of (b). Suppose the assumptions of Proposi-

tion 2 hold for a semigroup in a metrizable I.e. space £ (if, in addition, the

semigroup is almost separably valued, then {£(£):£ £ [a, ß]} is equi-

continuous for any [a, /?]<=(0, oo), [6]). The conclusion means that for

each bounded set B in £ and each equicontinuous set H in £', the set of

functions |—>-(£(f)x, x'), with (x, x') e BxH, is uniformly essentially

bounded on any compact set £<= (0, oo). Moreover, for each x e E' one

can define a continuous linear functional on £ by

x-*f (T(S)x, x') dm.

Let £ be the subspace of £' generated by all functionals of this type

(£={0} is possible), and let {T'(l-):!;>0} be the adjoint semigroup in £'

defined by (x, T'(Ç)x')={T(t;)x, x'). It can be shown that for each x' £ £

the function f->-£'(£)x' is continuous with respect to the strong topology

ß(E', E) on £', partly extending [1, Theorem 3.3].
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